How the New Family Property Act Can Impact Your Planning

On January 1, 2020 the Matrimonial Property Act in Alberta (the “Act”) will be substantially changed by the Family Statutes Amendment Act (2018) (the “Amendments”) and will be renamed the Family Property Act. These changes will give “Common Law Couples”, known as Adult Interdependent Partnerships (AIP) under Alberta law, the same property rights upon breakdown of the relationship and separation as couples that are legally married.

WHO ARE COMMON LAW COUPLES/ADULT INTERDEPENDENT PARTNERS?

Generally, an AIP is defined as two people who:

- live together in a “relationship of interdependence” for at least three continuous years,
- OR
- live together in a “relationship of interdependence” and have a child together (through birth or adoption),
- OR
- have signed an adult interdependent partner agreement (a contract that complies with requirements in the Adult Interdependent Relationship Act).

A “relationship of interdependence” means a relationship where you share each other’s lives, are emotionally committed to each other, and work together as an economic and domestic team.

WHAT’S CHANGING?

With the Amendments, people in an AIP will be entitled to the same presumptions of equal division of property that married spouses would have. The Amendments also change the timing of when the divisions begin. The equal division presumptions could start as early as when a couple started living together (in contrast to using the date of marriage). The Amendments are a fundamental shift in how common law/marital property rights will be treated in Alberta.

WHO DOES IT EFFECT?

Where couples are married or in an AIP before January 1, 2020, and the relationship breaks down, or the couple gets divorced, after January 1, 2020, these new rules will apply.

Upon divorce the presumption that you have rights to equal division of property of the relationship will apply to property acquired after you started cohabitating with your partner, rather than only applying to property acquired after the date of marriage.

For couples who are recently married but lived together for a long time before marriage, this could mean a very big shift, as potentially it means that all pre-marital property acquired during the cohabitation will be subject to the same presumptions of equal division, whether that was intended or not.

HOW CAN THESE CHANGES IMPACT AN ESTATE?

While people in an AIP are already entitled to make decisions about property under the Wills and Succession Act (Alberta), these new presumptions and entitlements to the property of the relationship, whether married or not, may impact the assets of the estate. In particular they may have unexpected results for relationships developing later in life.

DO THE AMENDMENTS IMPACT SPOUSAL SUPPORT?

No. Partner support and spousal support obligations/rights are not affected by these Amendments.

DO THE AMENDMENTS IMPACT CHILD SUPPORT?

Yes. Before these Amendments, the rights of adult children with disabilities for child support was different for divorced parents than for parents who weren’t married. Now the rights will be the same where a divorce or terminated AIP occurs.

HOW CAN I PREPARE FOR THESE CHANGES?

A properly drafted cohabitation agreement, pre-nuptial agreement, or post-nuptial agreement can provide predictability and comfort for any couple in a relationship of interdependence, whether married or not. If you do not have an agreement in place governing what is to happen with your personal and financial assets on relationship breakdown or death, you will be subject to these changes which may have a large financial impact on you or your family.

Have you been named as an executor or a personal representative in a will?

Stay tuned for ESTATE ADMINISTRATION WEEK in Spring 2020—check our website for more details www.ecfoundation.org
At 50 per cent, yes 50 per cent, it is easy to calculate that a charitable gift in Alberta can cost an individual donor only half of the gift amount, once the tax savings are considered. And yes there are some (generous) limits and even special additional tax incentives for some types of gifts and/or certain individuals, but this “50 per-cent-off-sale” has made it possible for people who would describe themselves as “ordinary” to make extraordinary gifts that make a difference.

The tax incentives allow the donor to:

- have the power to choose who benefits from more of their estates.
- help causes and organizations important to them.

Edmonton Community Foundation has the honour of helping people talk through and plan what they wish to enhance in our communities near and far. From gifts supporting the arts; to assisting people living in some form of difficult circumstance such as illness, poverty, homelessness; supporting education; protecting the environment; investing in social enterprises; encouraging activity, recreation and leisure; or any combination, these plans are as unique the donors themselves.

Whether you already have ideas or are looking for ideas, our resource and expertise will help tailor your gift to achieve your particular goals. If you would like a copy of our ideas list (just a starting point) or information package, please e-mail us at info@ecfoundation.org.

### Avoiding Probate

In some provinces other than Alberta, probate fees are high enough to be considered an additional tax on an estate. But in Alberta the largest probate fee that is charged (even on millions of dollars) is $525. It is so low... that putting your children on your bank account or as an additional owner on the title of your home to “avoid probate” is an extreme reaction that can cause many other problems that are either immediate or very expensive. If you perish without a will, you’ll have no control over what’s done with your digital accounts. A will helps you control your digital footprints.

Probate is a process designed to protect your wishes when you cannot speak for yourself. Avoiding probate means surrendering this protection when you may need it most.

Probate is generally required by financial institutions (such as banks) so that everyone can be confident that they are transferring money and property properly. Probate also helps protect personal representatives so that they can be confident that they are distributing the property in accordance with the correct will, that the will is valid, and that there are no other people with legal rights to override the will.

Professional advisors will help you and professional advisors have a great purpose – to protect your wishes.

### Why you need a will

**2. Pets**

What will happen to your beloved pets when you pass away? It’s troubling to think that your furrybuddy might not end up in the ideal home with an adequate guardian if something were to happen to you. With a valid will you can designate an appropriate guardian and ensure that your beloved animals are well cared for.

**3. Taxes**

No, you can’t escape taxes by dying. But as you prepare your taxfriendly will, you can plan to minimize taxes and even estate costs by making sure you work with a knowledgeable advisor.

**4. Advocate ’Q’s**

With a will, you designate someone you trust to follow your wishes and distribute your estate. You can also make sure your cherished possessions find a worthy home. Yes, the unexpected can happen. Death doesn’t discriminate based on age. It is best to take life into your own hands now and do your estate planning.

**1. Digital Life**

We are the social media generation. We all have various accounts and pride ourselves on our public image. We control how we are perceived through the use of our favorite social media applications. We do this by posting the cutest and most flattering selfies. If you perish without a will, you’ll have no control over what’s been done with your digital accounts. A will helps you control your digital footprint.

**3. Taxes**

In addition, the forms will show how the personal representative is planning to distribute the estate to those named people. The court can then check to be sure that the plan agrees with the will and the assets. Probate is required to transfer land and also is generally required by financial institutions (such as banks) so that everyone can be confident that they are transferring money and property properly.

Probate also helps protect personal representatives so that they can be confident that they are distributing the property in accordance with the correct will, that the will is valid, and that there are no other people with legal rights to override the will.

Professional advisors will help you and professional advisors have a great purpose – to protect your wishes.